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We present ingpu, a GPU-based evaluator for interaction nets that heavily utilizes their potential for
parallel evaluation. We discuss advantages and challenges of the ongoing implementation of ingpu
and compare its performance to existing interaction nets evaluators.
1 Introduction
Interaction nets are a model of computation based on graph rewriting. They enjoy several useful prop-
erties which makes them a promising candidate for a future functional programming language. In par-
ticular, reducible expressions in a net can be evaluated in any order, even in parallel. This makes an
implementation of interaction nets on a multicore architecture attractive.
However, the amount of parallelism in an interaction net is highly dynamic, and depends on the par-
ticular program and even runtime values. At any point during a computation, the number of expressions
that can be evaluated in parallel can vary between dozens and hundreds of thousands. There is currently
no implementation of interaction nets that leverages their full parallelism potential.
In recent years, a trend towards using graphics processing units (GPUs) for general purpose compu-
tations has emerged. Due to the increasing programability of GPUs and general purpose APIs (CUDA,
OpenCL), the parallel processing power of graphics cards may be used for many kinds of problems,
from simulation of physical phenomena to cracking passwords. In this paper, we investigate the parallel
evaluation of interaction nets using GPUs. While the GPU model of parallelism seems to fit interaction
nets well, several factors make an implementation a non-trivial task. We argue that these factors can
be overcome, thus enabling an efficient evaluation of interaction nets. Furthermore, we describe our
ongoing prototype implementation. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We describe ingpu, the first interaction nets evaluator that runs almost entirely on the GPU, and
heavily utilizes their potential for parallel evaluation.1
• We describe the underlying algorithm and show its correctness.
• We present benchmark results of the ongoing implementation, and discuss possible solutions to
overcome current performance drawbacks.
In the next section, we recall the main notions of interaction nets and the lightweight calculus, which
is the basis for our implementation. Section 3 describes the current status of our prototype implemen-
tation using the CUDA Thrust library. We follow this description with benchmark results and discuss
possible performance improvements in Section 4. Finally, we discuss related work and conclude in
Section 5.
∗The author was supported by the Austrian Academy of Sciences (O¨AW) under grant no. 22932 and the Vienna PhD School
of Informatics.
1The source code is available at https://github.com/euschn/ingpu .
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Interaction nets
We now recap the main notions of interaction nets and the lightweight interaction calculus. Interaction
nets were first introduced in [9]. A net is a graph consisting of agents (labeled nodes) and ports (edges).
Every agent has exactly one principal port (denoted by an arrow), all other ports are called auxiliary ports.
The number of auxiliary ports is the arity of the agent. Agent labels denote data or function symbols, and
are assigned a fixed arity. Computation is modeled by rewriting the graph, which is based on interaction
rules. These rules apply to two nodes which are connected by their principal ports (indicated by the
arrows), forming an active pair (or redex). For example, the following rules model the addition of
natural numbers (encoded by 0 and a successor function S):
(1)
+
0 y
./ ⇒
y
(2)
+
S y
x
./
⇒
S
+
x y
This simple system allows for parallel evaluation of programs because by definition active pairs are
completely independent. Reducing a pair cannot change, destroy or duplicate another one. Furthermore,
any order of evaluation yields the same result. Active pairs may even be reduced in parallel. This is due
to the following property.
Proposition 2.1.1 (Uniform Confluence [9]). Let P be an interaction net, and⇒ the reduction relation
induced by a set of rules R. Then the following holds: if N ⇒ P and N ⇒ Q where P 6= Q, then there
exists some R such that P⇒ R⇐ Q.
Example 2.1.2. Consider the interaction rules for addition of natural numbers. We can model the eval-
uation of the term 1+(0+1) with the following reduction in interaction nets (the active pair evaluated
in each step is bold):
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After three steps, we reach the expected result S(S(0)), corresponding to 2. Note that each step only
reduces one active pair. However, the third step (reduction of + and 0) could be applied in parallel with
either step one or two, yielding the same result.
Remark This example illustrates the dynamics of the parallelism of interaction nets: depending on the
state of the computation, one or two active pairs exist at the same time, and can hence be evaluated in
parallel. For particular sets of rules and input nets, the number of concurrent active pairs can get as high
as hundreds of thousands. On the other hand, some interaction nets may be inherently sequential.
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2.2 The lightweight calculus
The lightweight calculus [5] is a textual representation of interaction nets, providing the basis for our
implementation. It handles application of rules as well as rewiring and connecting of ports and agents. It
uses the following ingredients:
Symbols Σ representing agents, denoted by α,β ,γ .
Names N representing ports, denoted by x,y,z,x1,y1,z1, . . . . We denote sequences of names by x,y,z.
Terms T being either names or symbols with a number of subterms, corresponding to the agent’s arity:
t = x | α(t1, . . . , tn) . Terms are denoted by s, t,u, while s, t,u denote sequences of terms.
Equations E denoted by t = s where t,s are terms, representing connections in a net. Note that t = s is
equivalent to s = t. We use ∆,Θ to denote multisets of equations.
Configurations C representing a net by 〈t | ∆〉. t is the interface of the net, i.e., its ports that are not
connected to an agent. All names in a configuration occur at most twice. Names that occur twice
are called bound.
Interaction Rules R denoted by α(x) = β (y)−→ Θ. α,β is the active pair of the left-hand side (LHS)
of the rule and the set of equations Θ represents the right-hand side (RHS).
Rewriting a net is modeled by applying four reduction rules to a configuration:
Communication: 〈 t¯ | x = t,x = u,∆〉 com−→ 〈 t¯ | t = u,∆〉
Substitution: 〈 t¯ | x = t,u = s,∆〉 sub−→ 〈 t¯ | u[t/x] = s,∆〉, where u is not a variable.
Collect 〈 t¯ | x = t,∆〉 col−→ 〈 t¯[t/x] | ∆〉, where x occurs in t¯.
Interaction 〈 t¯ | α(t¯1) = β (t¯2),∆〉 int−→ 〈 t¯ |Θ′,∆〉, where α(s¯1) = β (u¯2)→Θ ∈ R. Θ′ denotes Θ where
all bound variables in Θ are replaced by fresh variables and s¯, u¯ are replaced by t¯1, t¯2.
Intuitively, int−→ replaces an active pair by the RHS of the corresponding rule. The other three reduction
rules substitute variables, which corresponds to resolving a connection between two agents.
Example 1. The rules for addition presented in Section 2.1 are expressed in the lightweight calculus as
follows:
+(y,r) = S(x) −→ +(y,w) = x, r = S(w) (1)
+(y,r) = Z −→ r = y (2)
The following reduction calculates 1+0:
〈 r | +(r,0) = S(0) 〉 int−→ 〈 r | r = S(x),+(x,0) = 0 〉 col−→ 〈 S(x) | +(x,0) = 0 〉
int−→ 〈 S(x) | x = 0 〉 col−→ 〈 S(0) | 〉
It is important to note that substitutions done by sub−→ and col−→ never yield a new active pair/equation.
This means that we can reach a normal form of a net (i.e., free of active pairs) by using only int−→ and
com−→ rules:
Theorem 1 ([5]). If C1 −→∗ C2 then there is a configuration C such that C1 −→∗ C sub−→
∗
.
col−→
∗
C2, and
C1 is reduced to C applying only communication and interaction rules.
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This theorem can be interpreted as follows. In the lightweight calculus, the lion’s share of the compu-
tation is done by int−→ and com−→ . The former reduces expressions (i.e., equations/active pairs) by replacing
them with the RHS of the corresponding interaction rule. The latter generates new active equations that
can be reduced by int−→ . The collect and substitution steps are in a sense cosmetic: both resolve variables
in order to provide a better readable form of the result net. They perform no “actual” computation, i.e.,
rewriting of the graph represented by the set of equations. Hence, all sub−→ and col−→ steps can be pushed
to the end of the computation.
3 Parallel evaluation of interaction nets in CUDA/Thrust
In this section, we discuss the ongoing implementation of our GPU-based interaction nets evaluator
ingpu. First, we give a quick introduction to CUDA/Thrust and motivate a GPU-based approach. We
then describe the main components of the evaluator, the interaction and the communication phase.
3.1 CUDA and Thrust
The tool ingpu is written in C++ and CUDA. The latter is a language for GPU-based, general-purpose
computation on NVIDIA graphics cards. The general flow of a program using the GPU for data-parallel
computation is as follows: an array of input data sets is copied from the main memory (known as host
memory) to the memory of the GPU (also referred to as device). A function (the kernel) is executed
on the GPU in parallel on each individual data set. Finally, the array of results is copied back to main
memory.
In general, implementing an algorithm on a GPU efficiently requires a considerable amount of low-
level decisions: factors such as size of data structures, number of threads and thread block size can greatly
influence performance. Fortunately, version 4.0 of CUDA introduced the Thrust library [6], which fea-
tures high-level constructs for efficiently performing parallel computations. For example, Thrust pro-
vides the transform() function, which is similar to map in functional programming:
// allocate three device_vectors with 10 elements
thrust :: device_vector <int > X(10), Y(10);
// compute Y = -X
thrust :: transform(X.begin(), X.end(), Y.begin(),
thrust ::negate <int >());
Thrust is obviously inspired by the C++ STL: device_vector is a generic, resizable container residing
in GPU memory. The arguments of transform are an input vector X, an output vector Y and a function
object, here a built-in function that negates integers.
Other functions supplied by Thrust include parallel sorting, filtering and reduction. Reductions com-
pute a single value based on an input list, e.g., the sum of its elements:
//sum the vector X, with initial fold value 0
sum = thrust :: reduce(X.begin(), X.end(), 0, thrust ::plus <int >());
These functions are a convenient way to write parallel programs without the need for low-level
tweaking. Our interaction nets evaluator ingpu is completely based on the Thrust library.
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3.2 Motivation and challenges
Why does a GPU-based implementation of interaction nets make sense in the first place? Several rea-
sons can be given: first, the SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) model of GPUs is similar to the
idea behind interaction nets. Several independent data sets are processed in parallel using the same in-
structions/program. This is analogous to reducing several active pairs with a common set of interaction
rules. Second, the reduction of a single active pair is a fairly small computation, consisting only of a
few lines of code. GPUs are optimized for running thousands of threads executing such small programs.
Additionally, the number of active pairs existing at the same time may vary greatly through the execution
of a program. An interaction nets evaluator should be able to dynamically and transparently scale this
potential parallelism to the many-core hardware. Again, GPUs are a promising platform to achieve this.
However, the implementation of interaction nets on a GPU is a non-trivial task. In particular, it poses
the following challenges:
Maintaining the net structure While active pairs can be reduced in parallel, they are not completely
independent: they are connected in a net, and resolving these connections (via com−→ ) is needed to
generate further active pairs. Unfortunately, the choice of data structures in GPU memory is very
limited (essentially just arrays). Moreover, typical GPU programs are most efficient for algorithms
with regular data access (for example, dense matrix multiplication). This means that it is difficult
to efficiently represent the irregular graph structure of an interaction net.
Varying output size of a reduction In general, the RHS of an interaction rule may be an arbitrarily
large net. This implies that the result of a reduction of an active pair may vary in size, depending
on the rule being used. Analogously, the number of new equations generated by one interaction
rule in the lightweight calculus varies. Reducing one active pair may yield an arbitrarily large
net, or any number of equations in the lightweight calculus. GPU-based algorithms usually have a
fixed output size for every input.
Solving these challenges is by far not completed. In fact, we shall see that dealing with these issues
results in the performance deficits of the current implementation, cf. Section 4.
3.3 Overview of the implementation
In this subsection, we describe the basic concept behind ingpu. We represent agents and variables by
a unique id, a name, an arity and a list of ids of the agents connected to an agent’s auxiliary ports.
Currently, agents and variables are simply distinguished by upper and lower case names. In fact, the
name of a variable is not important: its identification by the unique id is sufficient for all computations.
Naturally, we represent equations as pairs of agents. A configuration is simply a vector of equations - we
leave the interface of the net implicit.
The basic control flow of our evaluator is simple. Recall the essence of Theorem 1: to reach a result
net that is free from active pairs, it is sufficient to apply the interaction and communication rules to the
set of equations. Therefore, ingpu performs parallel interaction and parallel communication in a loop
until no more active pairs exist. For the remainder of this section, we shall describe the implementation
of the data-parallel versions of int−→ and com−→ .
3.4 Parallel interaction
The interaction step int−→ can be parallelized in a straightforward way. Clearly, int−→ fits the SIMD model
very well: the same program (i.e., the set of interaction rules) is applied to each active pair, and replacing
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a pair is completely independent of all others.
The problematic part about the int−→ step is the varying output size of an active pair reduction, which
we mentioned in Section 3.2. In general, a rule RHS may contain an arbitrary number of equations.
Unfortunately, Thrust’s algorithms can only return a fixed number of results per individual input. This
means that it is not feasible to return a dynamically-sized list of equations as the result of an interaction.
For the time being, we have solved this problem in a pragmatic way by setting a maximum number n of
equations per RHS. Applying any interaction rule must then yield exactly n equations. Between zero and
m ≤ n equations represent the actual result. The remaining n−m equations are dummies, resulting in a
fixed result size for each application of the kernel.
Obviously, the dummy equations must be filtered in a subsequent computation step. Fortunately,
Thrust provides the remove() function, which is a parallel version of Haskell’s filter. Figure 1
illustrates the full interaction step: every equation in the input array that represents an active pair is
reduced, i.e., the n result slots (n = 3 in the figure) are filled with the equations of the RHS of the
corresponding rule and dummy equations (empty slot). Afterwards, the dummy equations are removed
and the resulting equations are merged into a single array.
Figure 1: The interaction step
This approach is straightforward, but has performance drawbacks. The filter and merge operations
on the result arrays are up to several hundred times slower than the actual parallel interaction step. This
contributes to the current inefficiency of ingpu, which we shall discuss in detail in Section 4.
3.5 Parallel communication
After the interaction phase above has completed, we apply an algorithm corresponding to the commu-
nication rule to generate new active pairs. Recall the mechanics of com−→ : communication needs to find
two equations {x = t,x = s} where x is a variable and s, t are terms and merge them to a single equation
{s = t}. Let us call two such equations sharing a variable communication-eligible. This is harder to par-
allelize than int−→ : we need to find eligible pairs of equations first before we reduce them. Unfortunately,
this is where we run into a problem mentioned in Section 3.2: our net is only represented as an array of
independent equations. There is no additional pointer structure between them to represent connections
(cf. the Agent structure in Section 3.3). Therefore, we currently perform the following (inefficient)
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procedure to find communication-eligible pairs of equations: we sort all equations of the pattern x = t
by the id of the variable x. This places communication-eligible pairs of equations next to each other
in the array (since the same variable occurs in them). We can now proceed to merge these pairs into
single equations. We do this by using Thrust’s reduce_by_key(): this function essentially works like
Haskell’s fold with an added predicate function. Only adjacent array elements that satisfy the predicate
are folded. For example, consider a list of numbers {2,0,3,3,3,7,5,5}: calling reduce_by_key() on
this list with addition as folding function and equality as predicate yields the result {2,0,9,7,10}.
Hence, we use having a common variable as reduce_by_key()’s predicate. This way, we merge
communication-eligible pairs and leave all other equations untouched. The communication step can be
summed up by the following pseudo-code:
let E be the array of all equations of shape x=t
sort E by the id of left part of each equation
reduce_by_key(E) with predicate p and reduce functor r
where
p (x,t) (y,s) = x==y
r (x,t) (y,s) = (s,t)
Thrust provides efficient implementations of parallel sorting algorithms, but sorting and reducing the
equations still represents a major performance bottleneck for large inputs. We shall discuss this issue in
detail in Section 4. For the remainder of this section, we shall show that our algorithm is correct.
3.6 Correctness of the algorithm
The communication algorithm seems fairly straightforward, but we have not discussed one important
point: what if an equation consists of two variables, e.g. x = t where t is a variable? Which one is used
for comparison in the sorting of the equations? Surprisingly, it does not matter for our algorithm. We
shall now show that it is correct in the sense that any possible active pair that can be generated by com−→ in
the lightweight calculus will also be generated by ingpu.
First however, we highlight that some active pairs cannot be generated by the communication algo-
rithm described above. Consider a set of equations {A = x,x = y,y = B}. Clearly, both x and y can be
resolved, yielding the active pair A = B. However, we need to perform two consecutive com−→ steps, first
eliminating x and then y or the other way around.2 The communication algorithm above would only per-
form one of these communications, depending on whether x or y was used for sorting. The result would
be {A = y,y = B} (if x was reduced), which cannot be used in the interaction phase. A second pass
of the communication algorithm would be necessary to yield the active equation A = B. The following
pseudo-code of the evaluation function reflects this:
equation_list evaluate(equation_list L) {
transfer L to device (GPU) memory
do {
perform interaction as in Section 3.4
perform communication as in Section 3.5
}
while (at least one interaction or one communication
2The order of reduction steps in the lightweight calculus does not influence the result. This is shown for the interaction
calculus in [4], which is the basis for the lightweight calculus.
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has occurred in the previous loop)
transfer L back to host (CPU) memory
return L
}
This way, if the communication algorithm does not yield any active pairs, it is performed again until
it either generates new active pairs or no longer performs any com−→ steps. In the latter case, the program
terminates. We can show that the algorithm is correct in the sense that it generates all possible active
pairs and evaluates them.
Proposition 3.7 (Correctness of evaluate()). Let E be a set of equations such that there is an interac-
tion rule for every active pair. Then, R = evaluate(E) contains no active pairs, and no further active
pairs can be generated by applying com−→ in R.
Proof. We show that for any set of equations that can potentially yield an active pair, evaluate()
will generate this active pair. Such a set of equations has the general form {A = x1, x1 = x2, x2 =
x3, . . . , xi−1 = xi, xi = B}. Applying the communication algorithm will result in at least one com−→ step,
no matter which of the variables of each two-variable equation is used for sorting. Hence, the size of
the set of equations decreases by at least 1 in each iteration of the loop in evaluate(). After at most
i loops, the communication algorithm will yield {A = B}, which can then be reduced in the subsequent
interaction phase of evaluate().
Remark Note that the algorithm may not be able to apply all com−→ steps to sets of equations that
potentially do not yield an active pair. For example, {A = x1, x1 = x2, x2 = x3, . . . , xi−1 = xi, xi = y}
may not reduce to {A = y} depending on the choice of comparison variables for sorting. However, these
com−→ steps do not yield any active pairs and hence are of secondary importance, much like col−→ and
sub−→ (cf. Theorem 1 in Section 2.2).
4 Benchmarks and future improvements
In this section, we present some benchmark results and discuss possible performance improvements.
First, we compare ingpu to existing, sequential interaction nets evaluators. Second, we identify perfor-
mance bottlenecks and discuss potential solutions.
4.1 Performance comparison
Our implementation is still considered experimental. Unfortunately, ingpu currently performs slower
than the more mature sequential evaluators inets[8] and amineLight[5] in most cases. However, we can
identify which parts of ingpu are slow and which ones are fast. Consider the benchmark comparison
in Figure 2. We ran our tests on a machine with an Intel Core Duo 2.2Ghz CPU, 2GB of RAM and a
Geforce GTX 460 graphics card.
On standard benchmark functions like Ackermann or Fibonacci, ingpu performs very poorly. The
sequential implementations are much faster here. However, the result on the third benchmark L-System
is much more competitive, at least outperforming inets. This set of rules computes the nth iteration of a
basic L-System that models the growth of Algae [15], given by the following rewrite System:
A→ AB B→ A
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time in seconds amineLight inets ingpu
Ackermann(3,7) 0.4 0.59 30.4
Fibonacci(20) 0.03 0.043 10.5
L-System(27) 1.13 1.49 1.28
Figure 2: Benchmark results
So why is ingpu so much faster for the L-System ruleset? Two main reasons can be given, which at the
same time highlight the most glaring performance problems:
Inefficient communication Profiling shows that for Ackermann, almost all of the execution time of
ingpu is spent in the communication phase and the merging part of the interaction phase. The actual
interaction kernel (replacing equations) runs very fast, taking less than 0.1 percent of the total time.
Available parallelism The term available parallelism was coined in [12], and refers to the number of
expressions that can be evaluated in parallel at a given time during the execution of a program. In our
case, this is simply the number of active pairs that exist at the same time at a certain iteration of ingpu’s
main loop. A high number of active pairs fits the GPU programming model well, as GPUs are optimized
to handle hundreds of thousands of data-parallel inputs. Conversely, a low amount of parallelism is not
sufficient to leverage the full computing power of the GPU. Figure 3 shows the number of parallel in-
teractions per loop for Ackermann and L-System. While Ackerman has less than 200 concurrent active
pairs for the majority of its execution time, L-System performs several hundreds of thousands of parallel
interactions towards the end of the computation. Moreover, L-System performs much fewer loop itera-
tions overall (50 vs. 11000). This means that much less time is spent in the slow communication phase
in proportion to the total number of interactions.
Figure 3 also gives some insight on the dynamics of available parallelism in our benchmarks. Inter-
estingly, the number of concurrent active pairs for Ackermann repeatedly decreases and increases in a
quasi oscillating fashion. This results in the rather low average number of active pairs per loop. In con-
trast, the available parallelism in the execution of L-System strongly increases, as is expected considering
the exponential growth of the L-System. The slight drops in parallelism are the result of duplicating the
parameter for the number of iterations in every loop.
4.2 Possible optimizations
Currently, ingpu is still in its experimental stages, and various small and big improvements can be made
to increase its overall performance. In particular, we have identified a few optimizations that have the
potential for a considerable performance increase. These are subject of current and future work.
Improved communication As we discussed, our current communication algorithm is very slow. Due
to the fact that an interaction net is represented as a list of independent equations, we have to sort the
complete list repeatedly to find communication-eligible equations. However, it is possible to reduce this
search space: only equations that are directly connected to a given active pair (i.e., its interface) are
potentially communication-eligible. We gain a speedup by considering this subset of equations only.
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Figure 3: Available Parallelism of Ackermann and L-System: the x-axis shows the loop number, the y-axis
the number of parallel interactions.
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In order to efficiently determine the eligible equations, a pointer-based net representation in the GPU
memory is needed (see the next paragraph).
A more efficient net representation Both interaction and communication could benefit from a better
net representation in the GPU memory. While the “array of equations” approach closely follows the the-
oretical definition of the interaction nets calculus, it is quite slow: the lack of a more sophisticated pointer
structure makes a sorting pass in the communication phase necessary. We are currently implementing an
approach where all agents and variables are stored in an array such that their unique id determines their
array position. This way, we achieve constant-time access of agents and connections, making the sorting
phase unnecessary.
Remove result array merging The merging of the result vectors in the interaction phase (including
dummy removal) could be improved by using CUDA’s atomic exchange operations: these functions allow
individual kernel instances to read and write shared values. A shared pointer to the result vector could be
provided to each thread. The threads could then add the dynamically-sized list of RHS equations to the
result vector and update the pointer to the end of their output, removing the dummy removal pass.
A different approach to the problem of dynamic output size in GPU computations can be found in
[10]: the authors propose a way to handle different output sizes without any communication between
threads. The memory management in the output array is achieved by using parallel scan algorithms.
We are currently adapting this approach to ingpu. Initial experiments show that this will indeed yield a
considerable speedup.
5 Discussion
Related work Evaluation of interaction nets can be considered an irregular algorithm, in the sense
that it operates on a pointer structure (a graph) rather than a dense array. Bridging the conceptual gap
between the irregular nature of interaction nets and the dense structure of typical GPU programs (e.g.,
dense matrix operations) is strongly related to the implementation challenges discussed in this paper. We
have been inspired by the insights of parallelizing irregular algorithms in [12] when implementing ingpu.
We also borrowed the term available parallelism from this work.
The efficient parallelization of general graph algorithms using GPUs has been the topic of several
publications (for example, [7]). As part of future work, we plan to use these insights to achieve a better
representation of interaction nets on the GPU.
Besides the previously mentioned inets and amineLight, several other interaction nets evaluators
exist, for example [1, 11]. Another recent tool is PORGY [2], which can be used to analyse and evaluate
interaction net systems with a focus on evaluation strategies. However, only few works (for example,
[13]) on parallel evaluation of interaction nets exist. This is surprising, considering their potential for
parallelism. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work on a GPU-based implementation.
With regard to functional programming in general, several systems based on GPUs have been devel-
oped. Two recent examples are Obsidian [14] and Accelerate [3], both being extensions of Haskell.
Conclusion In this paper, we have presented ongoing work on ingpu, a GPU-based evaluator for inter-
action nets. This is a novel approach that heavily utilizes their potential for parallelism: all active pairs
that are available at the same time are evaluated in parallel. Previous evaluators are sequential or only
allow a fixed number of concurrent interactions (e.g., capped by the number of cores of the CPU). A GPU
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with hundreds of cores is better suited to perform a high number of small computations (i.e., reductions
of active pairs). Still, the implementation poses a challenge due to the dynamic nature of interaction nets
evaluation and the restrictions of the GPU computing model.
The work-in-progress status of ingpu is clearly visible in the benchmark results of Section 4. While
parallel evaluation is generally expected to be faster than a sequential one, our current implementation
mostly performs weaker than existing evaluators. However, we argue that the potential of ingpu can be
seen in the difference between the individual results. In our L-System test, ingpu performs more than 50
times faster than for Ackermann, in terms of interactions per second. The major part of the slowdown
is caused by the communication phase, which should be seen as an intermediate solution. In contrast to
this, the interaction phase (parallel reduction of the active pairs) is very fast and shows that interaction
nets and GPU are a promising match.
For current and future work, we plan to optimize the system to improve the obvious performance
bottlenecks. Initial tests show that with a more efficient net representation in GPU memory and the
removal of result array merging (see Section 4.2), ingpu strongly outperforms CPU-based systems at
least for highly parallel benchmarks.
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